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The challenge of political change:
urban history in the 1990s

LYNN HOLLEN LEES*

Urban history has been expanding in Europe at a rapid clip. Erasmus
exchanges of students and faculty, multiple collaborative research projects,
conferences and special courses testify to the great energy and growth
during the 1980s and 1990s of scholarly interest in cities. Not only do new
publications abound, but national urban history associations, such as the
Dutch Urban History Group and the Pre-Modern Towns Group in Britain,
provide regular meeting-places for scholars. And the focus of the field is
now international as the f ormalization of European urban history networks
into the new European Association of Urban Historians testifies. Its officers
and members function within an intellectual world stretching across the
continent, indeed across the Atlantic. They have become citizens of an
expanded Europe, moving easily from Leicester to Moscow and from
Leiden to Warsaw. Their recent conference, held in Amsterdam in September 1992
and attended by scholars from seventeen countries, is a mark of their success.

From a North American perspective, the amount of publication in the
field looks stunningly large. The Register of European Urban History Teaching
and Publications, edited by Barry Haynes and Peter Clark, is the size of a
small telephone directory and lists 1,500 people who identify themselves
as urban historians.1 The recent survey, Modern Urban History Research,
edited by Christian Engeli and Horst Matzerath, listed seven urban history
journals published in Austria, five in Great Britain, four in Italy and two in
Bulgaria.2 Since only two such publications appear in the United States, it

* An earlier version of this essay was delivered at the conference of the European Association of Urban
Historians in Amsterdam in September 1992. I would like to thank Peter Clark, Herman Diederiks and
Bernard Lepetit for asking me to speak at the conference. I am grateful to Paul Hohenberg and Andrew Lees
for their helpful comments on the text.

1 B. Haynes and P. Clark (eds), Register of European Urban History: Teaching, Research and
Publications, 1991 (Leicester, 1991).

2 C. Engeli and H. Matzerath (eds), Modern Urban History Research in Europe, USA, and
Japan (Oxford, 1989).
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8 Urban History

is not difficult to be in awe of European levels of productivity. While in the
US and Canada today, urban history remains a marginal, although growing
enterprise, urban historians in Europe have captured resources and signifi-
cant amounts of scholarly attention.

That urban history has found a large scholarly audience in Europe seems
clear. Moreover, the appearance of major collaborative studies like Histoire
urbaine de la France and Ontwikkelung van de Stad shows that its readers have
spread far beyond the walls of the universities.3 When major presses begin
to commission large, expensive books on cities, one knows that the subject
has 'arrived'.

This lively public profile of urban history in Europe presents an enor-
mous challenge, however; just what messages do urban historians wish to
communicate? And to whom are they speaking? In effect, the members of
the newly reconstituted European Association of Urban Historians have
been setting an agenda for the 1990s. Their enthusiasms will be the ones
communicated to students and will emerge in print during the next few
years. It is fair therefore to ask what vision of urban history has been
communicated by recent conferences and publications.

Three major points are made below: 1) that current practice calls for more
comparisons among regions, and for more attention to a European-wide,
and even international scale; 2) that currently there are no clear large-scale
interpretive frameworks that dominate the field; 3) that urban history as
currently defined is tilted toward social and economic concerns to the
neglect of the political.

Wide visions: narrow approaches
The territory marked out in recent surveys of work in urban history is a
wide and an impressive one.4 It extends in space from the British Isles east
through Eastern Europe and south to the Mediterranean countries and the
Balkans. In time, it moves from the Middle Ages to the decades of urban
reconstruction after the Second World War. Moreover, the cities of this vast
territory represent several civilizations and religious traditions. When
European urban historians have posed the issue of boundaries for them-
selves, they have pursued an expansive, indeed imperialist, vision of urban
history. (It might be added that this set of intellectual parameters is far
different from that of American urban history as practised in the United
States, where virtually all of it concerns US towns in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. Other traditions and periods are for the most part
ignored.)

3 G. Duby (ed.), Histoire de la France Urbaine, 5 vols (Paris, 1980-83); P. Clark (ed.),
Ontwikkeling von de Stad (Hilversum, Nederland, 1992).

4 R. Rodger (ed.), European Urban History (Leicester and London, 1993); Engeli and
Matzerath, Urban History Research.
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Urban history in the 1990s 9

Individual research projects, however, occupy only small amounts of
this vast space. Most urban history research on both sides of the Atlantic is
still done in dissertation-size chunks, their geographic boundaries set
narrowly so that students can finish before their grants or their patience
runs out. The eyes of the typical urban historian have become fixed, not on
Europe, or even a particular nation-state, but on Porto, Charlottenburg or
Budapest. To be sure, urban biography has a long and illustrious history,
and Richard Rodger has, quite rightly, called it 'essential' for the field.5

Studies of individual cities form the basis for much of our specific knowledge
of cities in most places and times. Moreover, it has been a short but creative
step from biography to studies which explore a town's relation with its
hinterland and its region.6 The strong interest of Europeans in geography
has combined well with urban history on the local and on the regional
scales. Then, too, urban biographies draw into the urban history audience
readers enamoured of specific places; the study of cities could not have
grown so dramatically in recent years without them. And yet these urban
biographies have absorbed all too much of urban historians' energies.

Unlike the European-wide scale of the organizations which now struc-
ture the field, most urban history praxis and publications still focus upon
only one city or upon the towns of one relatively small region. At the recent
Amsterdam conference of the European Association of Urban Historians
where about eighty people presented their research, I counted only eight
explicitly comparative papers. Another fourteen essays used national
frameworks of analysis, but only two traced their themes in an international
context. Unfortunately, this distribution of papers accurately reflects the
division of intellectual labour in the field. Urban biography or the tracing
of a specific theme in one city is the standard design for research on cities.
While a limited number of scholars cast their eyes outward to the bounda-
ries of nation-states, only a handful attempt direct comparisons or studies
with an international scope. Moreover, it is noticeable that most of such
studies have been written by scholars in North America.7 Recent work by
Paul Bairoch and Jean-Luc Pinol is an exception to this generalization.8

R. Rodger, Theory, practice, and European urban history', in Rodger, European Urban
History, 2.
See, for example, D.S. Reher, Town and Country in Pre-industrial Spain: Cuenca, 1550-1870
(Cambridge, 1990).
See, for example, J. de Vries, European Urbanization, 1500-1800 (Cambridge, Mass., 1984);
P.M. Hohenberg and L.H. Lees, The Making of Urban Europe, 1000-1950 (Cambridge,
Mass., 1985); L.P. Moch, Moving Europeans: Migration in Western Europe since 1650
(Bloomington, 1992); G. Rozman, Urban Netuiorks in Russia, 1750-1800 and Premodern
Periodization (Princeton, 1976); D.J. Olsen, The City as a Work of Art: London, Paris, Vienna
(New Haven, 1986).
P. Bairoch, De ]trico a Mexico (Paris, 1985); J.-L. Pinol, Le monde des villes au XIXe siecle
(Paris, 1991).
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10 Urban History

To be sure, these designs for papers and research projects reflect the
practicalities of archivally-based research, as well as a healthy scepticism
about generalizations not anchored in detailed studies. Historians know
that culture matters, that time, place and social dynamics can reshape
general processes so strongly that they become virtually unrecognizable.
And these are valuable lessons. But to say that historical change is path-
and milieu-dependent does not eliminate the responsibility to consider the
large networks and spaces within which cities interact. European urban
history needs to go beyond local and regional history for two well-known
reasons. First, cities of any size and complexity regularly interact with other
places outside their regions. Second, the themes which European urban
historians have made central to their work — among them networks,
migration, demographic change, pathologies and cultural forms—because
of their commonality, call out for explicitly comparative treatment within
a European or even an international framework. Many commentators have
made this point before. Indeed, Jim Dyos found it a familiar criticism in the
mid-1960s.9

While this lesson has been learned in theory, in practice it has been
neglected. Urban historians need to move much more aggressively out
from their primary areas of research to explore similarities and differences.
Using any of the topics that engage us on the local level — for example
criminality — we need to pose questions about comparability. How similar
was the problem of crime in the cities of east and west, north and south
Europe? As cities have changed forms of governments and their economic
bases, what shifts have taken place over time in the types and amounts of
criminality? Similar comparative questions could be asked of topics such
as migration, social structures or labour markets. Topics such as these form
a challenging research agenda for the next generation of scholars who are
just beginning their study of cities.

Moving beyond current boundaries
A second strategy for moving outward from the individual case is through
the tracing of urban networks, which has attracted much attention in recent
years. To quote Brian Berry, 'Cities are systems within systems of cities.'10

This lesson has been put into practice quite effectively in recent years by
Jan de Vries, Carol Smith and Pirn Kooij among others.11 Historians of

9 H.J. Dyos, 'Agenda for urban historians', in HJ. Dyos (ed.), The Study of Urban History
(London, 1968), 8.

10 BJ.L. Berry, 'Cities as systems within systems of cities', Papers and Proceedings of the
Regional Science Association, 13 (1964), 147-63.

11 J. de Vries, European Urbanization, 1500-1800 (Cambridge, Mass., 1984); C.A. Smith (ed.),
Regional Analysis (New York, 1976); P. Kooij, Teripheral cities and their regions in the
Dutch urban system until ^OC, Journal of Economic History, 48 (1988), 357-71.
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Urban history in the 1990s 11

France have been particularly inventive in using urban networks to demar-
cate and analyse urban systems. Bernard Lepetif s work on transportation
and on political linkages allows the mapping of urban hierarchies in France,
while recent studies of French dfyartements at the time of the Revolution
trace the impact of administrative reorganization upon urban growth and
upon thinking about urban hierarchies and urban space.12

Much progress has been made in tracing urban networks at the regional
and national level. Yet why rely so heavily on national boundaries for all
types of urban networks? This assumption would never be made for towns
of the Hanseatic League or those of the Dutch republic. Surely the issue of
boundaries is a matter to be tested, rather than assumed. Moreover, inves-
tigation of the scale and type of international linkages among cities is an
excellent way of giving urban history a wider dimension than that of the
region or the nation-state. Exploration of the linkages among cultural areas,
between east and west Europe, or between European towns and colonial
settlements would help to delineate the boundaries of 'European' urban
history and to establish its unique qualities as well as its commonalities
with the urban histories of other continents.13 Looking out towards the
margins through the tracing of urban networks would expand the horizons
of urban historians.

Urban historians seem to be working toward new syntheses of work in
a variety of fields. Attention to urban space draws in geography and
architecture, while demography and sociology have kept the commanding
place they acquired years ago. Jim Dyos asserted vigorously some years
ago that the 'study of cities could not be cooped up within any one
discipline.'14 He saw it as a multidisciplinary space, a strategically located
field for multiple and comparative approaches. Since its intellectual terri-
tory spanned the economic, social, cultural and political realms, it directed
attention to the central problems of the modern social sciences as practised
in many places. What has changed is not the relevance of this particular
vision of urban history, but the list of disciplines receiving attention. The
growing popularity of anthropology, cultural history and the study of
language has brought a new set of methods and concerns within the orbit
of urban history.

12 B. Lepetit, Chemins de terre et voies d'eau. Riseaux de transport et organization de I'espace en
France, 1740-1840 (Paris, 1984); B. Lepetit, Les villes dans la France moderne (1740-1840)
(Paris, 1988); T.W. Margadant, Urban Rivalries in the French Revolution (Princeton, 1992);
M.V. Ozouf-Marignier, La formation des dipartements. La representation du territoire francais
a la fin du XVIIe siecle (Paris, 1989).

13 See, for example, T.R. Metcalf, An Imperial Vision: Indian Architecture and Britain's Raj
(Berkeley, 1989); G. Wright, The Politics of Design in French Colonial Urbanism (Chicago,
1991). J. Abu-Lughod, Before European Hegemony: The World System AD 1250-1350 (New
York, 1989).

14 Dyos, 'Agenda for urban historians', 6.
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12 Urban History

Similarly, the theme of urban leisure, which has attracted many scholars,
shows the influence of the new cultural history, as well as folklore and
anthropology. Concern about the forms of daily life in the towns and for
public and private culture represent expanding areas of urban research,
both in Europe and North America.15 The notion of cities as culturally
constructed spaces is one that urban historians are only beginning to
explore. Here the interests of planners, architectural historians and social
historians overlap, as one can see in recently published books by Maurits
van Rooijen and Michael Wagenaar.16 The multidisciplinary character of
urban history is alive and well.

This range of current interests could be seen in the programme of the
recent Amsterdam conference entitled 'European Cities and their Peoples'.
Sessions proclaimed the strong base of urban history in the social sciences
with a slant towards demography, geography and sociology. The themes of
migration and labour markets appeared in many sessions, as did the
preoccupation with urban networks and the dynamics of population
change. A second major focus of research was the functioning of urban
cultures and communities, which embraced discussions of leisure patterns,
social segregation and urban pathologies. City planning and its dynamics
both on the level of communities and in central institutions emerged as a
third theme of interest.

Despite the many differences among these approaches to the history of
cities, all share a concern for process. The research of urban historians today
has veered away from structural studies to systems in motion. Trade flows,
rather than linkages, are at issue. Historians are more likely today to study
migration than the resulting structure of a city's population, or cultural
change rather than a static pattern. What has not been clear, however, has
been the prevailing view of what drives these processes of economic, social
and cultural change. For the most part, small-scale, contingent factors are
invoked and large-scale pressures neglected. Without casting a vote for any
of the familiar dei ex machina, one is left uneasy by an urban history
animated seemingly by local factors, when similar processes can be ob-
served from Finland to Spain.

General models and general questions
Historians of all descriptions have in recent years been in rapid retreat from

15 T. Brennan, Public Drinking and Popular Culture in 18th Century Paris (Princeton, 1988);
H. Pleij, De sneeuwpoppen van 1511. Stadscultuur in de late middeleeuwen (Amsterdam,
1988).

16 M. van Rooijen, De wortels van net stedelijk groen. Een studie naar onstaan en voortbestaan
van de Nederlandse groene stad (Utrecht, 1990); M. Wagenaar, Amsterdam 1876-1914.
Economisch herstel, ruimteliflie expansie en de veranderende ordening van net stedelijk
grondgebruik (Amsterdam, 1990).
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the most general explanatory models that have ordered their visions of
change over time. The notion of modernization largely lost its appeal
during the 1970s; Marxist economic models were radically revised, diluted,
then abandoned by most during the 1980s. Foucauldian scenarios of ever-
expanding discipline and institutionalization have tempted some, but
failed to convince more than a few. Relying on the primacy of economic
calculations as driving forces in the manner of neo-classical economists has
rightly been criticized as overly narrow and neglectful of psychological,
cultural and political variables. The concept of population growth, which
served Braudel well in his early work as an explanation for economic
change, loses force when large numbers of people can migrate out from a
region or when political forces begin to influence population policies.

The most common replacements for these grand theories of social expla-
nation have been multiple and interactive models of urban process, in
which a variety of forces — demographic, economic and cultural — shape
the evolution of town life. Charles Tilly recently argued that 'much of urban
history's agenda . . . deals implicitly or explicitly with the impact of global
processes on small-scale social life.'17 This strategy has been followed to
good advantage by Sophie de Schaepdrijver in her recent study of migra-
tion into Brussels and by Michael Hanagan in his study of proletarianiza-
tion in the Stephanois.18 This strategy of explanation shows the power of a
'new historicism', an acknowledgement that large-scale processes, for example
capitalism, democratization, industrialization and proto-industrialization, are
not invariant processes but take particular local shapes in response to contingent
factors and the settings in which they operate.

The challenge for historians is to make explicit the links that they see
between macro- and micro-levels of analysis. They have a great deal to
contribute to more general discussions, as well as to the study of particular
places. If we are to defend the centrality of cities for the study of society
and social processes, we have to be prepared to be less cautious and to
engage ourselves with the larger questions that concern our discipline. If
we do not want to be talking only to ourselves, we have to participate in
the larger, ongoing dialogues in the social sciences.

Scanning recent surveys of the field, it is difficult to identify a set of
central questions which animate scholars across the European continent.
Recommendations for topics that require 'more research' are legion, but
pressing concerns are few and far between. Are there currently any issues
that urban historians are willing to fight over? It seems unlikely. The retreat

17 C. Tilly, What Good is Urban History?, Working Paper #99, Center for Studies of Social
Change, New School for Social Research (New York, 1990), 3.

18 S. de Schaepdrijver, Elites for the Capital: Foreign Migration to Mid-nineteenth-century
Brussels (Amsterdam, 1990); M. Hanagan, The Logic of Solidarity: Artisans and Industrial
Workers in Three French Towns, 1871-1914 (Urbana, 111., 1980).
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from grand theory and the collapse of the Marxist paradigm have lowered
intellectual temperatures considerably. Meanwhile, the decline in commit-
ment to specific theories of change has permitted urban scholars to become
more enclosed in the local histories of the places they study and less
concerned with the wider implications of urban studies.

Yet larger issues are ready to hand. The urban role in the process of
industrialization demands further analysis, as do cities' contributions to
state building. How does investment in towns, in their housing, in infra-
structure, in government buildings affect rates and directions of economic
development? And what of urban elites? What kinds of roles have they
played in shaping national political development or, for example, in struc-
turing social inequalities? What impact have urban demographic regimes
and migration flows had on regional and national patterns of population
growth? How have urban institutions and populations influenced the
spread of new religions or of political ideas? Historians like Fernand
Braudel, Lewis Mumford and Herman van der Wee — who chose to focus
on large-scale interconnections among cities and the realms of economics,
culture and society — demonstrate the potential rewards of intellectual
boldness.19 Their work has drawn urban history into the mainstream of
historical discussions.

Another similarly bold, more recent strategy has been that of Andr£
Guillerme, who in his recent book, Les Temps de l'eau: la cite, Veau, et les
techniques, shows how large-scale processes work themselves out within
town walls.20 He argues that over a 1,500-year period, urban economies,
cultures and planning were directly responsive to changes in the technol-
ogy of water use. His hydraulic theory imaginatively links urban ecology,
science and mentalities for the towns of northern France. His work brings
together much familiar material on urban spaces and economic arrange-
ment with a novel, obviously provocative theory of causation and change,
which calls out for discussion and comparison with other interpretations
of medieval and early modern cities.

In North America, the issues of causation and of wider explanation have
too often been evaded rather than solved. In recent years, one powerful
tendency reshaping historical practice has been the effort to analyse social
life by reducing it to discourse and denying the validity of an empirically
reconstructable past. Seen from this vantage point, urban history dissolves
into a series of mental images and discussions. Instead of places where
people work, build and think, cities become imagined places 'invisible

19 F. Braudel, Civilisation matfrielle et capitalisme, 3 vols (Paris, 1979); L. Mumford, The City
in History (New York, 1961); H. van der Wee (ed.), The Rise and Decline of Urban
Industries in Italy and the Low Countries (Late Middle Ages — Early Modern Times) (Leuven,
1988).

20 A.E. Guillerme, Les Temps de l'eau: La citi, l'eau et les techniques (Paris, 1983).
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cities' a la Italo Calvino. While this approach to urban history serves well
the purposes of cultural studies, it is unsettling for social science research
as, at a minimum, it demands a reorientation of assumptions and research
strategies. The growing interest of students in the United States in analysing
language, rather than urban space or social processes can be seen in the
recent work of Alan Pred, which moves from Stockholm's geography to the
meaning of words in local dialect.21 Urban historians today must build on
these new approaches and acknowledge openly the problematic qualities
of the documents that we use, but surely we can explore their inconsisten-
cies and limitations without abandoning a commitment to the construction
of a knowable past.

The study of urban cultures in their public communal forms as well as
more subtle, privatized manifestations provides an opportunity to anchor
ideas and images of cities to specific places and times. Scholars of urban
leisure and sociability, Peter Clark for example, have brought the new
cultural history close to more familiar brands of urban studies.22 Other
historians, such as Richard Evans, have reminded us of the interplay
between mental and physical environments.23 The concept of pollution can
be turned in different ways. While on the one hand it points to specific
processes and even to technologies of physical contamination, it can also
alert us to contemporary notions of dirt and disorder. By exploring contem-
poraries' definitions of the unclean and unacceptable, we learn more about
central urban values. The history of urban culture can prove an effective
tool for Unking urban history to current concerns of the discipline.

This mode of expanding beyond individual cities into a widened intel-
lectual territory has limitations, however. Research in the new cultural
history generally focuses upon quite small units of space and time. The
specific, rather than the general, provides purchase upon major themes.
Moreover, political and economic cultures generally are given little atten-
tion. Whatever the potential of the new cultural history, as it is currently
practised in many places its assumptions and territory are quite distant
from those of the social science traditions on which European urban history
has been based. Although Braudel offered a model for combining attention
to mental structures with attention to physical, economic and political ones,
his vision of a total history is one that few historians follow today and that
many have deemed impossible.

It is difficult therefore to see urban history becoming integrated with the

21 A. Pred, Lost Words and Lost Worlds: Modernity and the Language of Everyday Life in Late
Nineteenth-century Stockholm (Cambridge, 1990).

22 P. Clark, "Migrants in the city: the process of social adaptation in English towns', in
P. Clark and D. Souden (eds), Migration and Society in Early Modern England (London,
1987), 267-91.

23 R. Evans, Death in Hamburg (Oxford, 1987).
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more general concerns of practising historians through the medium of
cultural studies. Another approach is to be recommended, therefore, one
that is likely to be of increasing importance during the 1990s.

Reintegrating the political
Urban historians must rise to the political challenges of the new Europe
that is being built around them, rather than thrusting political history to
the margins of their research. The roles of states, taxes, tariffs and wars were
notably absent in the papers presented last September in Amsterdam.
Although much of what is written about migration, markets and crime
assumes the presence of specific legal and political structures, it does not
analyse interconnections or examine political influences in detail. The state
tends to operate off-stage, particularly for historians interested in social or
economic topics in the modern period. In the past two decades, most
European urban historians have turned away from studying political influ-
ences on urban affairs and away from the tools of the political scientists.24

The issue of cities' roles in state formation needs more explicit discussion.
Note how difficult this set of choices would be to defend if applied to

the urban world we inhabit. To cite only a few obvious examples, remember
the events preceding the newly reunited Berlin, the ongoing disputes
between various levels of the French government over planning decisions
in Paris, and the demise of London's metropolitan government after the
successful attacks of Margaret Thatcher and the Tories. Studying immigra-
tion into the cities in contemporary Europe requires looking at the riots in
Rostock and at EC regulations, as well as at national requirements for
citizenship and residence. The importance of political constraints and
influences on towns is obvious. But since this point is granted for the
present, why not acknowledge it more openly in the study of the past? This
is not a call to return to narrow institutional studies of urban governments
or law, but a reminder that in complex societies, social and economic
processes are regularly moulded by the organizations of the state, as
Charles Tilly has argued in some of his recent work.25

The complex linkages between cities and larger political organizations
can be explored in many ways, of course. On the one hand politics is the
machinery of governance, which impacts upon the internal functioning of
cities. Law courts, police forces and bureaucracies, for example, have
immediate effects upon local social and economic life, and therefore de-
mand detailed attention. On the other hand, politics is power and its

24 One recent exception is H. Diederiks, P. Hohenberg and M. Wagenaar (eds), Economic
Policy in Europe since the Late Middle Ages: The Visible Hand and the Fortune of Cities
(Leicester, 1992).

25 C. Tilly, Coercion, Capital, and European States, AD990-1990 (Cambridge, Mass., 1990).
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exercise. Studying politics in that form directs attention to divisions within
the body politic — to class, kin groups, gender and age, as well as to ethnic
and religious differences. The hierarchies built into urban communities
need to be specified as part of analyses of their functioning. Moreover, the
interactive dimension of political studies of the city needs to be recognized.
While national policies influence the growth of individual cities, urban
networks and the cycles of their expansion and decline also have implica-
tions for regional and national political fortunes. The political context
within which the city operates has many dimensions.

European urban history in the 1990s will be written inevitably against
the backdrop of the European Community and the joint issues of its
expansion to the East and its decisions about political integration. The
current prospects for Strasbourg, Bonn, Prague and Sarajevo hinge on
today's conflicts over state formation. Their demographies, pathologies,
and social and economic institutions are deeply intertwined with a complex
set of political variables whose framework is international. As politicians
digest the messages of Danish and Irish referenda and the verdict of the
British Parliament on the Maastricht treaty, who can doubt the powerful
influence of larger political events on urban structures and processes?

The example of the EC explicitly raises the problems of state formation
and its linkage to urban life. Historians can add depth to current discussions
by looking backward to different models of regional integration and to the
kinds of ties they promote. What have different patterns of urbanization
done to influence state-building in their region? How did the extensive
urbanization of the Rhineland and Benelux regions mould the political
units in those areas? What implications did the paucity of early cities in
Scandinavia and Ireland have for political structures in those regions? Over
two decades ago, Steen Rokkan suggested that the intensive urbanization
of the European core retarded the development of nation-states in that area.
He boldly attempted to systematize cultural and geo-political variations in
order to account for differences in patterns of state-building over time. Few
historians have responded to his challenge.26

Awareness of an international political dimension has immediate impli-
cations for the study of urban networks. When, where and to what extent
have urban ties reached beyond the boundaries of culturally and politically
integrated regions? What is different about the functioning of network ties
when political control is added to economic and cultural exchanges?

As the EC confronts the question of expanding links to eastern Europe
and to the societies of the non-Western world, so too must urban historians.

26 S. Rokkan, "Dimensions of state formation and nation-building: a possible paradigm for
research on variations within Europe', in C. Tilly (ed.), The Formation of National States in
Western Europe (Princeton, 1975), 562-600.
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We need to make explicit comparisons of urbanization and urbanism in
different regions and their changing outlines over time.27 How similar have
ruling elites in Hungarian or Polish cities been to their counterparts in
France or Spain? Jan de Vries's work has revealed important differences in
urban hierarchies and size distributions between north and south Europe,
but what of eastern and western regions? How did urban networks, trade
and migration flows shift with the disintegration of the Hanseatic League
or the Austro-Hungarian Empire? How do European patterns of urbaniza-
tion compare with those in China, the Middle East or Spanish America?

Today, when the EC has reopened the question of what constitutes
Europe, urban historians should rise to the challenge. National answers no
longer suffice for a field that calls itself European. At a minimum, questions
need to be posed about the boundaries of effective urban regions and about
patterns of interaction with other regions in past times.

In addition, recent political events have provided closure for an impor-
tant period of cultural division and conflict. Yet the urban history of the
twentieth century remains largely unwritten. Historians ought to explore
the impact of recent political upheavals on the standard social science topics
of our field. How did two world wars change European urban hierarchies,
migration fields and trading networks? How have patterns of land use,
social segregation, and capital investment in the towns of central and
eastern Europe been affected by political regimes? Then, too, we need to
look within cities and ask how different has been the quality of urban life
and urban culture in the towns of east and west. How did urban popula-
tions react to the political pressures of Communist regimes, Soviet influence
and wartime destruction? What changed for citizens of Vienna, Gdansk and
Bucharest when political regimes shifted? As the twentieth century nears
its end, urban historians need to bring the more recent past within their
purview.

The challenge of reintroducing politics to urban history does not presup-
pose the primacy of either political topics or political explanations, but it
demands the addition of political dimensions to the stories we tell. And it
points outward to a revitalization both of comparative history and of
international frameworks.

The historians of urban Europe have clear choices to make. Will the field
become a loose confederation of sovereign states only co-operating when
it is convenient to do so? Or will it emerge as an ever more tightly integrated
group with similar conventions and expectations for the practice of the
field? Without calling for a historians' Maastricht treaty mandating com-
mon foreign policies and a common medium of exchange, let me suggest

27 S.N. Eisenstadt and A. Sachar (eds), Society, Culture and Urbanization (Newbury Park,
Calif., 1987).
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that the European Community has made EFTA style arrangements obso-
lete. The new world which has been launched via the Erasmus programme
demands a re-examination of the assumptions on which the practice of
urban history has been based. As the territory of a functional 'Europe'
expands in many directions, so too should scholars' conceptions of a
European urban history. The challenge of the 1990s will be to assimilate the
intellectual implications of the ending of the Cold War and the redesigning
of Europe within the EC.
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